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C- Space is a creative co-working

film incubation studio with a mission

to nurture stories and storytellers

to bloom from script to screen.
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Co-working+Creative+Incubator

C – Space takes a “Cocrion”

approach to systematizing

filmmaking infrastructure in the

global film ecosystem

COCRION (adj)
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Being ACCESSIBLE to creators,

everyone who is passionate about

filmmaking is welcome to connect

with us irrespective of what stage

of expertise they currently have in

their film-making craft.

Treating Creators with DIGNITY,

reciprocating a sense of decency in

our interactions with creators

because we believe their stories

have the power to change the world.

Nurturing stories and storytellers

to bloom from the script to screen

by systematizing the path for

filmmaking.
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1.   Investor
I want to invest
in futuristic films
with efficient budget.

2.   Fulltime members
      of 24 film crafts

I want to develop my craft and
network for production
opportunities & crew.

3.   Weekend members
I am a working professional with a
burning passion for filmmaking.

7.   Volunteers
I am interested in
volunteering for events
to get better exposure.

8.   Performing artist
I want to submit an audition
on camera for opportunities.

Partner
organisation

    5.

We are a reputed organisation
with expertise in conducting

film relative workshops.

Virtual
members

    4.

I want to develop my
craft and network for

my opportunities

Influencers    6.
We can help you

grow a wide base of
engaged customers.



It isn’t all about people and

dreams, amenities are needed too.

We are equipped to host your

every need in the film-making

process.

WHAT ELSE
DO WE OFFER?
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Photo
Studio

Shared
Workspace

Private
Workspace

Conference
Room

Audition
Room

Edit
Room

Dubbing
Room

Dolby Atoms
Theater



CO-WORKING
SPACE
OPTIONS.
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 space options

DESK SPACE
I am interested in developing my
craft expertise along with
networking for opportunities
and crew.

COMPACT SPACE
We are a team of two who would

like to work together in tapping
into the wealth of opportunities

provided by C- space.

TEAM SPACE
We are a team of creators who
would like to work out of
C-Space to stay close to
the opportunities.



To build the essential nexus

between exceptional stories and

strategic production intent.

OUR
GOAL
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Our industry is one that lacks 

uniform processes. The process of 

bringing a film to life, from the 

writing to the distribution varies 

from one place to the next. We aim 

to eliminate this variety and 

streamline processes to establish a 

clear flow, from thought to 

fruition.

“My vision setting up C-Space was to 

enable a meritocracy, & to give young 

film-makers exposure. To create a space 

where people in this industry advanced 

solely based on their merit. Being an 

outsider to the industry, I know the 

value of a support system, & how hard 

it is to find one. I wanted a space 

dedicated to the creators of and the 

craft of film-making.

-Navdeep Pallapolu
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Joining C-Space is becoming part of a 

network of creators, a symbiotic 

environment where all that’s shared is a 

love for film-making. For an ‘outsider’ 

entering this industry seems like a 

daunting task. Our primary focus is to 

give these novice creators a foot-hold a 

launch-pad, an environment conducive 

to the creative process. We want to 

help the next generation of film-makers, 

to create history in our industry

Setting out, our goal is to reintroduce 

our industry to quality content. Today, 

established players are content with 

making money off the back of sub-par 

content, we aim to challenge this 

paradigm, by establishing processes 

that will enable new talent to shine. 

Bringing awareness and change in our 

vision

-Pavan Goparaju

– Rakesh RudraVanka


